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EDITORIAL 
 
 
The bell that resonates in liquid times! 
 

Resonate, sound, or sweat... These are words that are confused in our conscious, clear in 
grammar, and not in practice. Inside us a whirlwind, a tsunami that presents itself out of nothing 
and devastates everything, the bell of the conscious that sounds and resonates the voice of 
reason and lucidity, but also demands, attitude, and responsibility, perspectives that we do not 
always reach with themselves and with life... 

So in this whirlwind of winds we get sweating to get out, throw away unresolved 
feelings, unfulfilled wills, unspoken things, deferred paths, that come out through the pores, 
sweat! 

For lack of condition, will, or courage, "a bad thing that is good" things of the said human 
being, who in his pre-conscious finds himself eternal, and when he takes the reins of life, time 
has passed as the resoundof the bell, brief, strong, fast and fleeting. 

As the bell resounds the inside, there is a cry that resonates by the right sound or the 
response of the path of sound that echoes and persists in shouting, and murmuring the noise of 
change, hope, or even constancy. 

A disorganization and organization of life, which at the moment shows itself as 
excessively sweaty, occurs in the search for the soft wind that refreshes and resounds the inner 
bell. It brings the state of love as a sign of its own, to lead to love, there is love! Spoken word, 
spoken, desired and not always practiced... 

Unlike passion, in a runaway resound like a gale that passes and takes almost everything, 
love leaves a trail that resonates like a soft, refreshing inner bell and messenger of the good 
news. 

In this liquidity of the resounding of the internal bell provoke can liquefied the internal 
sounds and thus propose a meeting of itself, and as a chameleon a collect and an adaptation to 
the new sounds that echo... 

There's a way to find the bell that resonates! 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Good Reading! 
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